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Abstract. With an increasing number of applications building on OpenStreetMap, data quality is becoming a pressing issue. Data provenance
gives useful hints that facilitate data quality assessments based on the
features’ persistence. However, this requires a detailed analysis of the
editing history and the corresponding contributors. In order to make
this provenance information explicit, we introduce a provenance vocabulary for OpenStreetMap and show how to annotate OpenStreetMap data
using this vocabulary. We specify the different types of patterns that can
be found in the provenance of features. This paper therefore lays the
foundation for approaches to assess data quality that build solely on the
intrinsic information collected in the OpenStreetMap database, using the
trustworthiness of features as a proxy function for data quality.
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Introduction

Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [7], such as found in OpenStreetMap
(OSM), is increasingly attracting attention for professional use. Applications
that build on OSM data include wayfinding [15] and location-based services1 ,
and the data is being augmented and combined with other information [3]. With
a growing number of applications building on OSM, data quality [6] becomes
an important issue. The capturing process for commercial geodata is aligned to
quality guidelines, allowing safe statements about accuracy, consistency, lineage
and completeness. This is not possible for OSM—and most other VGI—due to
the large number of lay contributors. Quality control is put in the hands of the
community, following the Wikipedia approach: Missing, outdated or fraudulent
information is assumed to be fixed by other members of the community.
While these community-based approaches to quality control work well on
the whole, applications often require an assessment of the quality of a specific
feature. Trust and reputation models have been proposed as proxies for data
quality [5,14] in the absence of the metadata and quality metrics that come
1

See http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/List_of_OSM_based_Services.

with commercial geographic information. Sztompka defines trust as “a bet” an
individual makes “about the future contingent actions of others” [17, p. 25]. A
user of VGI therefore makes a bet about its quality based on the contributors’
reputation, putting informational trust [4] in the data they use.
This paper lays the foundation for such trust and reputation models for OSM
by making the data provenance explicit. We introduce a provenance vocabulary
and show how to annotate OSM data using this vocabulary. We analyze the
editing patterns that emerge during the collaborative mapping process. Such
patterns emerge when single features in OSM develop over time, with input
events from different users. By comparing different versions of a feature from
the OSM history, we can identify recurring patterns for the correction of tags
and geometry, which can then serve as input for a trust and reputation model.
In the next section, we review relevant related work. Section 3 presents a
provenance vocabulary for OpenStreetMap. Section 4 builds on this ontology to
specify recurring editing patterns, followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.
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Related Work

Analyses on provenance in OpenStreetMap are constrained by the information
covered by the OSM data model, which defines the basic types node, way and
relation. Nodes are single points with information on lat/lon, a unique ID, the
current version number, the last editing user, timestamp, and the ID of a changeset, i.e., a collection of edits. Finally, a set of tags, consisting of simple key-value
pairs, describes the node thematically; see, e.g., http://www.osm.org/browse/
node/740777363. Ways are defined correspondingly, with a set of additional nd
elements that refer to the nodes that define its geometry. Polygons are defined
as ways whose first and last nodes are identical. The number of relations in OSM
is still comparatively small, so that we do not consider them.
Trust is a phenomenon inherent in online communities. Bishr and Kuhn [5]
proposed to use trust as a proxy measure for quality of geospatial data, pointing
out that quality of information is subjective and reflects fitness for use. Previous work on content-driven reputation systems focused on textual, unstructured
contents, e.g., for Wikipedia [1,11]. Such systems increase a user’s reputation if
her edits are persistent. Vice versa, a user’s reputation decreases if their changes
are revised quickly. These approaches compute assessments of the data quality
based on data provenance [2], eventually combined with explicit user feedback.
While metadata standards such as Dublin Core cover some aspects of data provenance, there is recent research on ontological approaches for representing [8],
querying [9] and publishing [10] provenance information. By distinguishing the
(abstract) data from a concrete serialization, the provenance vocabulary [8] allows for a detailed capturing of all steps that yield a file, including the actors
involved. In the following, we extend this provenance vocabulary with elements
specific to OpenStreetMap. We show how to annotate OSM data based on this
vocabulary and show how these annotations can serve as input for a trust model.
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Feature Provenance

Contributions to OpenStreetMap are organized in changesets that contain new,
updated, and deleted features that have been edited by a specific user in one
session. OSM does not compute any differences between consecutive versions of a
feature, but always stores full copies. Any information on what has been changed
by a specific user therefore has to be derived from the implicit provenance information in a feature’s history. This recordable provenance information [8] should
be made explicit to enable provenance-based querying of the OSM data. We
follow a data-oriented approach [16], as we focus on the origins of specific data
items, instead of the processes that generate the data. The provenance vocabulary2 allows to make the lineage of any online data explicit [8]. It defines actors
that perform different kinds of executions that eventually lead to different kinds
of artifacts. In the following, we extend this vocabulary to cover the provenance
information in OpenStreetMap, and discuss our design decisions.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the OSM provenance vocabulary. Classes and properties in
red have been added to the original provenance vocabulary (prv: namespace).

Figure 1 gives a high-level overview of the extended vocabulary.3 Edit is
the central class that links changes on a specific FeatureState (i.e., a specific
version of a node or way) to the User who made the change and to the corresponding timestamp.4 Changesets act as containers for a collection of n edits
affecting n features that were uploaded together by a specific user. Note that
there is no element in the OSM data model corresponding to the Edit class.
Individuals of this class can wrap any information on tag and geometry changes
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See http://trdf.sourceforge.net/provenance/ns.html.
See http://carsten.io/osm/osm-provenance.rdf.
The timestamp is not shown in the figure; it is attached to prv:DataCreation’s
superclass prv:Execution, see http://purl.org/net/provenance/ns#.

on a specific feature that were committed by a user at one point in time. The
type of the actual change is encoded in the type of the corresponding property
(removesTag, addsTag, changesValueofKey and changesGeometry) pointing to
what has changed.
Modeling Edit as a class enables statements about instances (e.g, who was
involved and when). Moreover, the different versions of a feature still form a
provenance graph [8], since they are connected via the prv:preceededBy property. Figure 2 shows an example of such a provenance graph, making the edits
between the two different versions of a feature explicit:

example.org/tag/name/fyal

example.org/tag/website/www.fyalcentral.de

example.org/tag/amenity/cafe

Fig. 2. Simplified provenance graph, generated from http://carsten.io/osm/
prov-example.ttl.
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Editing Patterns

The OSM provenance vocabulary facilitates explicit statements about the lineage
of features in OpenStreetMap. It hence lays the foundations for analyses of
editing event patterns in the creation of OSM data. In previous research, we have
developed tools for the explorative analysis of OSM feature provenance in a Web
application5 , which facilitates the identification of recurring patterns [18]. These
types of patterns are crucial when assessing the trustworthiness of a feature and
the reputation of the involved OSM users, respectively. We focus on patterns
that can be derived from the provenance information introduced in Section 3
using logical inference and simple heuristics.
Similar to collaborative filtering approaches, the underlying hypothesis is that
the community-based interaction of a large number of users results in globally
observable patterns, which can be utilized to make reputation assertions on
an individual level. OpenStreetMap, however, does not have any mechanism
for explicit feedback. When existing information on a feature is changed, this
can nonetheless be intuitively interpreted as negative feedback: if the current
5
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information on a specific feature is regarded as incorrect by a user, she implicitly
provides negative feedback by updating this information, such as a tag or the
geometry. As the patterns discussed in the following will serve as input to trust
and reputation models, we also discuss each pattern’s influence on these models.

Correction

Edit

Rollback

SelfCorrection

Confirmation

SelfRollback

Fig. 3. Patterns as subclasses of the Edit class, as specified in our provenance
vocabulary (see Figure 1).

Confirmations. As changes in the geometry or tags of a feature may point to
quality improvements, we will treat the absence of such negative feedback as a
confirmation of the feature data correctness. A user who just adds a new tag to a
node, for example, implicitly confirms the correctness of the existing tags. Every
edit that fulfills the following conditions will be reclassified as a confirmation:
FeatureState(?f1) ∧ FeatureState(?f2) ∧ Edit(?e)
∧ usedData(?e,?f1) ∧ createdBy(?f2,?e) ∧ precededBy(?f2,?f1)
∧ !changesTag(?e,?x) ∧ !removesTag(?e,?y) ∧ !changesGeometry(?e,?z)
→ Confirmation(?e)

More sophisticated methods could even rate feature quality based on single tags
or the geometry using this method. These passive confirmations only affect a
feature’s trustworthiness without immediate influence on the contributors reputation. Any active participation in editing map features should initially increase
a user’s reputation, as discussed below.
Corrections. While users can gain reputation by adding information to the
OpenStreetMap database, a mechanism is required that decreases a user’s reputation if wrong or low-quality information is added. Such faulty information can
only be identified if it is subsequently corrected by another user.6 The following
rule formalizes the reclassification of an edit as a correction in the case where
an added tag is corrected subsequently:
FeatureState(?f1 ) ∧ FeatureState(?f2 ) ∧ precededBy(?f2 ,?f1 ) ∧
Edit(?e1 ) ∧ Edit(?e2 ) ∧ createdBy(?f1 ,?e1 ) ∧ createdBy(?f2 ,?e2 ) ∧
changesValueOfKey(e2 ,?t) → Correction(?e2 )
6
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Rollbacks. Corrections should intuitively decrease a user’s reputation if they
revert a feature to a state before. Such rollbacks7 point to the fact that an update
was faulty from the point of view of the user who made the rollback. A rollback
is hence defined by three subsequent versions of a feature, where the first and
last of the three subsequent versions of a feature are identical:
FeatureState(?f1 ) ∧ FeatureState(?f2 ) ∧ FeatureState(?f3 ) ∧
precededBy(?f3 ,?f2 ) ∧ precededBy(?f2 ,?f1 ) ∧ Edit(?e2 ) ∧
createdBy(?f2 ,?e2 ) ∧ equalState(?f1 ,?f3 ) → Rollback(?e2 )

If corrections or rollbacks are performed by the same user who made the initial
edit, they need special handling. Particularly, the user’s reputation should not
decrease for fixing her own errors. This preliminary set of patterns can serve as
input to trust and reputation measures in future work.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a provenance vocabulary for OpenStreetMap
that commits to an existing, generic provenance vocabulary. This vocabulary
allows us to make implicit provenance information about the lineage of features
in OpenStreetMap explicit and classify them according to recurring editing- and
co-editing patterns. We have shown how these patterns can be inferred from
the provenance information using Horn rules that reclassify any instances of the
Edit class to the corresponding pattern classes. The next step for future work will
be the development of trust and reputation functions based on these reclassified
instances. Trust values for features can be computed based on a feature’s editing
history. Likewise, a user’s contributions and the subsequent edits on the affected
features by other users can be used to measure user reputation. In order to come
to trust and reputation measures that reflect the actual reputation of users within
the community, empirical research is required that evaluates how informational
trust and user reputation are judged. This may include analyzing environments
where the community interacts that are not part of our model yet, such as the
OpenStreetMap wiki.
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